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Coffee is an experience, especially in hip New Hampshire cities. 

If you're looking for more than an energy shot, going to a cool coffee shop is your next option. 

The Seacoast has no shortage when it comes to awesome and unique coffee shops.

Grab a cup and see what the locals have to offer.

PROFILE COFFEE BAR (HTTPS://WWW.PROFILECOFFEEBAR.COM/ABOUT-US/)

Portsmouth

It's a hip and happenin' coffee house where you can transition from coffee to drinks.
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HARVEY'S BAKERY AND COFFEE SHOP (HTTP://WWW.HARVEYSBAKERY.COM/)

Dover

You say you're there for the coffee but you're really there to stuff your face with carbs.

And sugar.

ADELLE'S  COFFEEHOUSE  (HTTP://WWW.ADELLESCOFFEEHOUSE.COM/)

Dover

Adelle's is the quintessential coffee shop. 

Curl up in this self-proclaimed cozy shop with a cup of joe and work on your avant guard �lm script. 

Breakfast, Lunch or a cup of coffee with a maple square all enjoyed while
dining alfresco! Come on down to Harvey's, sit a spell and enjoy our outside
dining.  
#bestofnhbakery #freeparkingonsaturdays #shoplocaldovernh
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WHITE HERON (HTTPS://WWW.WHITEHERONTEA.COM/)

Portsmouth

Is coffee not your thing? Try the White Heron teahouse for the best tea!

What's cool about White Heron they brew their own chai and roast organic coffee. 

Jess Hesse. Just cuz she's so cute
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CAFFE KILIM AND MARKET (HTTPS://WWW.CAFFEKILIM.COM/)

Portsmouth

Caffe Kilim has a style all their own. 

Try some of their gourmet Mediterranean cheeses, jellies, spreads, pasta, nuts and snacks while
snuggling with their Turkish blanket selection. 

Late nights at the cafe... quiet, cozy, and relaxing. 

White Heron is open until 6:00 Monday through Friday, until 5:00 on
Saturdays, and until 4:00 on Sundays. 

Our holiday hours from Christmas through New Year’s are now listed online!
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